1. Place Tapeswitch Mat in entrance, preferably under a carpet or runner.
2. Mount Transformer near any 120 Volt AC outlet.
3. Mount Chime with proper side up.
4. Measure out wire to connect from Chime to Impulse Supply and from Impulse Supply to Mat as shown on sketch.
5. Make simple connections as shown, stripping wire ends and attaching to proper terminals.
6. Plug in Transformer. Your Tapeswitch Annunciator Kit is now ready for use. Chime will sound each time someone steps on the mat.

Note: Touching wires from impulse Supply to each other should Chime. If Chime fails to sound, check power at outlet and re-check wiring.

IF YOUR OFFICE IS WIRED WITH D.C., DO NOT USE THIS TRANSFORMER, BUT CONNECTOR TO A 6 TO 12 VOLT BATTERY INSTEAD

1. If package is shipped in cold weather, the mat may be somewhat stiff. Simply warm it near a radiator, or in the sun, to make it lay flat.
2. The mat is durable and electronically sealed around its edges. Avoid puncturing-preferably by laying it under a runner, carpet, or other matting. (Be sure no pebble or nail can puncture the under side of the mat.)
3. For assured long life, do not invite trouble by leaving the mat in a rain puddle or any water. A punctured and water-ruined mat will not be replaced under warranty.
4. Incase of failure to operate, check the following:
   • Is transformer plugged in?
   • Are all connections in order?
   • Tap the chime for possible sticking.
   • Test without mat by disconnecting mat and momentarily touching circuit wire together.